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We present a theoretical investigation on the etching of an Al solid by SiC4 molecules at a collision energy of 600 eV. The classical trajectory method is employed to calculate Al etching yields, degree of anisotropy, kinetic energy distribution and angular distribution. The calculated results are compared with the reaction of a Cu solid by SiCl4. The major products of the reaction are aluminum monomers and dimer옹 together with considerable 디가anti廿e아 of multimers. The Al solid shows better etching yield and better anisotropy than the Cu solid. This is consistent with the problem in the CMOS micro-fabrication of the CuAl and CuAlSi alloys. The relevance of these calculations for the dry etching of CuAl alloy is discussed.
Introduction

The study of plasma and reactive ion etching on semicon

ductor and metal solids has received extensive attention in 

recent years.1-20 The main reason for this is that reactive 

sputter etching is a widely used process in the micro-fabrica

tion of very-large -scale -integration (VLSI) circuits. With 

the growing importance of radiation induced processing 

te난mologies, such as reactive ion plasma etching and laser 

induced chemical etching and deposition, it has become 

necessary to understand the mechanisms whereby ions, pho- 

ton응 and electrons influence surface chemic기 reactions.

Experimentally, the etching rates and product distribu

tions of plasma assisted etching have been measured by 

옹econdary ion mass spectroscopy, quartz crystal microbal

ance, and low-energy ion scattering spectrometry and seve

ral qualitative and quantitative models of etching processes 

have been proposed.5-14 Experimental investigation of dry et- 

산ling is primarily concerned with measuring the Allowing 

quantities: the etching yield, 익, defined by

_ number of ejected solid atoms_______ ⑴

number of incident molecules or ions

the kinetic energy and angular distributions of the sputtered 

atoms, and elucidation of the sputtering mechanisms. The 

kinetic energy and angular distributions yi이d information 

about the surface structure and the mechanisms of particle

tSEC Fellow 1987-1989. 

ejection. Although there has been a great deal of effort to 

understand the details of etching mechanisms and dynamics, 

the available information to describe the details of the 

mechanisms are quite limited.4-6 A major difficulty arises 

from the lack of knowledge of interactions between the 

plasma, ion and solid. Thus theoretical calculations have an 

important role in the elucidation of mechanisms. Computer 

simulations allow the determination of average experimental 

quantities, which may be compared with direct mea으ure- 

meats in the laboratory, but, in addition, by following the mo

tion of each particle in time, they permit physical insight into 

the microscopic mechanisms that give rise to these 

phenomena.
Plasma reactions on metal solids are an important class of 

reactions in the industrial manufacture of VLSI chips.1-4 Ex

tensive theoretical and experimental studies of plasma reac

tion on copper solid have been reported15 31,34 and have pro

posed details sputtering mechanisms.32-34 Key reactions on 

metal etching in CMOS micro-fabrication are the reactions 

of Cu, Al and Cu-Al alloys with polyatomic gas plasmas such 

as SiCl4, CC», BC13 and mixtures of these gases with Cl22'12. 

However, very little detailed experimental investigation of 

the reaction on Al solids and Cu-Al alloys has been done, and 

the mechanism앙 involved are unknown. Hence 버ere is a 

need for theoretical investigation of these systems.

As a first step toward the reactions of plasma with Al 

solids and Al-Cu alloys, we investigate the reaction dyna

mics of the plasma assisted chemical reaction on an alu

minum solid using classical trajectory method. A model
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Figure 2. The Al(001) Microcrystallite. The open circles (o), and triangles (△) represent 난le first and second layer atoms respectively. 
The 바血d and fourth layer atoms are direc히y below the first and se-cond Myer atoms respectively. The target sites of the SiCl4 molechar beam are sampled on the unit cell area of A (solid line).

SiC» + Al(OOl) system is employed to calculate etching yield, 

the nature of products of the reactions and the energy and 

angular distributions of the products. The results are com- 

pared with 난le reaction of a copper solid by SiCl4 molecules 

by Park et 加严 We expect that this comparison could give 

some information on the difficulties of the et산ling of Cu solid 

and the problems of the et아ling of Al-Cu alloys(^4%). 

Th。욤e are well known problems in the CMOS micro-fabrica

tion.

In section II, a description of the classical trajectory 

theory for the SiCl4 + Al(001) is presented. In section III, the 

construction of the model system and the interaction poten- 

ti지s are discuss은d. The numerical details of the scattering 

calculations are described in section IV. Results and discus- 

sion are given in section V. Concluding remarks are contain

ed in section VI.

Theory

The approach used here to treat the gas-surface collision 

dynamics i으 based on the trajectory m出)od which has been 

discussed elsewhere34-38 and we will present only a brief dis

cussion of its application to the reaction of a polyatomic 

molecule with an aluminum solid a오 previously Park et al.^ 

We insider SiCl4 + Al(001) explicitly, although the treat

ment is quite general.

The coordinate system employed is shown in Figure 1. 

First, we define a set of coordinates (X, YfZ) with the Z-axis 

fixed in 옹pace in the [001] direction, and the Xand Faxes in 

the surface plane in the [100] and [이이 directions, respective- 

成 The SiCl4 molecules have a set of body-fixed axes (xfy^) 

which are determined by the Eckart conditions39

The classical Hamiltonian of the system is

既法兄+VS ⑵ 

where i is the index for the Si, Cl and solid Al atoms and 卩妩) 

is the potential energy surface. We expand V(r,) as a sum of 

atom-atom potential오 in the form

. N-l N
，(〃，,•"》) = £ Z V(r(,rJ. (3)

The scattering is described by an ensemble of classical tra

jectories which are the solutions of Hamilton's equations of 

motion,

⑷

• _ dH
(5)

where and r, are the canonically conjugated momenta and 

positions respectively, for the Si, Cl, and solid Al atoms. The 

final positions and momenta are saved and analysed as des

cribed in section IV to determine ejection yields, energy and 

angular distributions and product formation.

Interaction Pot이Hiel

The aluminum lattice is of 난le face-centered cubic struc- 

ture-4° The model microcrystallite used in this simulation 

consists of 61, 6°, 61, and 60 atoms in 난first, second third, 

and fourth layers respectively. The relative disposition of the 

solid atoms is 아lown in Figure 2.

The interaction between the solid atoms is described by a 

pairwise sum of Moliere-Spline-Morse potential functions23

VtJ=Ae~Br^ OMyRa

Vtl= Co+ Ct rtt+Ct rl + C3^ Ra^riJ<zRb ⑹ 

〃=Q (e W 梧-2 e - yy。。.

The coefficients Co, C2, C3 are chosen so that Vi} is con-
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Table la. Morse Parameters for Pair InteractionsPair interactions D(eV) (A-* 1) reWAl-Al(solidX 0.423 1.165 2.850Al-Si* 2.34 1.47 2.40Ai-ac 5.12 1.13 2.13Si-CV 3.95 1.46 2.01Ci-CF 1.64(-2) 8.29 3.28Al-Al(gas phase/ 1.55 1.40 2.47

From Ref. 42 and 44.
tinuous up to, and in이uding, the first derivative. Due to com

putational limitations, we considered only first nearest neigh

bour interactions in the Al solid.

The interaction between incident SiCl4 molecules and Al 

solid atoms, and Si-Cl and Cl-Cl interactions in the SiCl4 

molecules, are described by the pairwise sum of More poten

tials which are similar to previou이y as Park et(z/.34,

VtJ=De-a(r-Te}〔厂旳一站一2〕， (7)

where i, j indicate the index of the SiCl4 and the aluminum 

solid atoms. All the potenial parameters are shown in Ta미e

1. In constructing the interaction potentials, we have not 

taken into account the local 1•이axation of the surface or sur

face reconstruction.

Numerical Details

Initial Conditions. The trajectory calculations were 

performed in the usual manner.34-38 The solid atoms are in

itially at their equilibrium positions with no v이o&ty. The in

itial conditions of the SiCl4 molecules are determined from 

the orientations of the molecular beam (。宀⑦只)with beam 

kinetic energy, Einit, and the orientations of molecule, (9r, 

如).The atoms in the SiCl4 molecules are initially at their 
equilibrium reparations. The initial position vectors of the jth 

atom, 0* = 1,…,5), in the SiCl4 are denoted as (&以)with 

respect to the space-fixed axis system (&)羿)of Figure 1. 

The Si atom is at the origin of the body-fixed coordinate sys

tem, while one of the Cl atoms is located on the 2 axis, and 

another in 아冶 xs plane. The spherical polar and azimuthal 

angles (们一，知)give the orientation of the space-fixed axes 

with respect to the body-fixed axes and are selected using 

phase space sampling according to,

(9r=cos-1 (1- Q

where E is the uniform random number between 0 and 1. The

a From Refs. 42 and 44; re from lattice constant in Ref. 40. ”From Ref. 43.「From Ref. 43. dFrom Ref. 45. eD estimated from the Cl2- Cl2 van der Waal interaction in Ref. 46; from the bending frequency of SiCl4 in Ref. 47; and refrom the Si-Q bond length using the tetrahedral geometry of the S1CI4 molecule,『From Ref. 43.
Table lb. Bom-Mayer-Spline Parameters for the Al solid

Moliere Spline Connection

A(keV) BtA"1) C0(eV/A) C^eV/A) C2(eV/A2) C3(eV/A3) R (A) &，(A) 

1.0397 2.7038 21.895 85.439 -91.998 22.128 1.576 2.155 
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zero point energy of the molecular vibration i옹 not con

sidered. The position vectors of the SiCl4 molecules with the 

internal orientations,(们、舟 in the space-fixed coordinates 

are then

人0

yi =Rl (们)RJOr) (9)

where 时。

\zi

Jan d R2(0r) are the ro

\”)

tation matrices41

and

Ri（烏）=

（妇=

1 0 0 \

0 cos% sin 久

0 - sir0 cosSj

七 os°r sin0r 0

一 sin 私 cos0r 0

\ 0 0 1

(10)

(11)

/

Then the initial conditions of the SiCl4 molecules in the 

space-fixed coordinates of the system are

Pxlnu = ^mjEtnu sin 8Rcos 虹 (12)

R；相=J2 斜&心sin ^Rsin 如， (13)

Pzinit= J2 総瓦/C0S 8R, (14)

Z{ntt=Zl-\-C \ large and positive, (15)

X4“=XZ+X+ (R知/巳侃)咨, (16)

跖尸 Y+(R頌/尸거"Z爲”, (17)

where (X P) is the target site for the SiCl4 molecular beam 

on the solid, and j is the index for the jth atom in the SiCl4 

molecule. The target site coordinates were sampled on a 

1x1 unit cell of the solid surface by a uniform random 

number.

Etching Yield and Degree of Anisotropy. Trajectories 

are calculated by the integration of the three dimensional 

classical mechanical equations of motion for SiCl4 molecules, 

and the aluminum solid atoms. The trajectories are ter

minated when the most energetic particle remaining in the 

crystal has 2 eV of kinetic energy. This is the same method 

as that used by Garrison et al.23 The ejected atoms are tested 

in the following ways. First, if the Z-component of the posi

tion of an atom has a value of more than 1 A with a positive 

Z-component of momentum, then we calculate the kinetic 

and potential energies, Tatomf Vatotn respectively. When the 

total energy Eatom = Tatom + Vatotn, is positive, die atom is con

sidered to be ejected from the surface. The etching yield Yis 

as in equation (1). Our method for determining if an atom has 

been ejected is the same as that due to Garrison et al.23 ex

cept that we put the extra condition on the Z-component 

displacement. Our method to test the formation of products 

is similar to the one that has been used to check for the 

multimer formation by Garrison etaZ.23,30,31 Atypical 100tra

jectories are propagated on the unit cell of the aluminum sur

face with beam kinetic energies,瓦，at 600 eV and beam 

orientations 8 * = 0 deg, = 0 deg which are similar condi

tion of the plasma etching in the CMOS micro-fabrication.
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Figure 3. Product distribution for the reaction of Al(001) + SiCl4 for the initial beam kinetic energy 600 eV. Relative intensity vs mass number of product (amu) are plotted.
The final results are an ensemble average of the trajectories.

The degree of anisotropy defined by Mogab2 is,

4 尸 1-끄, (18)

where and vv are the lateral and vertical etch rates respecti

vely. We assume that the rate of etching is proportional to 

the momentum transfer, then

08〈沿〉

Vvoc<^Pv>

and

4尸1-号 = 1一응导夺, 的

Up \ O i

where … indicates an ensemble average.

Results and Discussion

First, we have calculated the product distribution of the 

etching of the aluminum solid by SiCl4 molecules which is 

shown in the Figure 3.

The major products of the reaction are aluminum mono

mers and dimers together with considerable amounts of mul- 

timers as shown in the Figure 3. No chlorine compounds are 

ejected in the calculations. These results are quite different 

from those of the reaction of the copper solid by SiCl4 mole

cules by Park et al.^ In the reaction of the copper solid, the 

major products are atomic Cu together w辻h trace quantities 

of copper multimers. Although they did not detect chlorine 

compounds in the reactions, the CuCl and CuCl2 molecules 

were detected intact on the surface. In the reaction of the Al 

solid on the other hand the A1C1, A1C12 and A1C13 are not 

detected even on the surface of the Al solid. We have found 

that all the chlorine atoms penetrate few layer of the Al solid. 

This means that the reaction mechanisms of the Cu and the

Degree of AnistropyTable 2. Calculated Etching Yields, Mean Kinetic Energy and
Reaction system y K.E. /eV AfSiCk + Al(001) 9.32 5.13 -0.044SiCl4 + Cu(001) 8.72 6.05 -0.230
Al solids with SiQ4 molecules are quite different. In the reac

tion of the Cu solid, the chlorine atoms are dissociated from 

the SiCl4 molecules and react with Cu atoms on the Cu solid 

which remain intact on the Cu 읍。lid. In the reaction of the Al 

solid, the chlorine atoms are dissociated and penetrate into 

the Al layers. This can be easily understood with the struc

tures and the interaction potentials of the Cu and the Al solid. 

The nearest nighbour distances of the Cu and the Al solids 

are 2.556 A and 2.850 A respectively, and the interaction of 

the Cu-Cu atoms in the Cu solid is stronger than that of the 

Al atoms in the Al solid. This is consistent with the 

problem2,12 in VLSI micro-fabrication where the sputtering 

of CuAl and CuAlSi alloys gives rise to involatile copper chlo

ride residues forming on the surface when the copper con

centration is high (e.g.>4%).

We also have calculated the degree of anisotropy, for 

the reaction of the Al solid by SiCl4 molecules and have com

pared with that of the Cu solid which are shown in the Table

2.

Neither of these systems give good anisotropic sputter et

ching according to the definition of Mogab.2 However, the 

anisotropy of the reaction of the Al solid is relatively better 

than that of the reaction of the Cu solid. This is also consis

tent with the problem2,12 in the CMOS micro-fabrication of 

the CuAl and the CuAlSi alloys where the degrees of aniso

tropy are getting worse with increasing concentration of the 

copper atoms. This may be due to that the residues of the 

CuCl and CuCl2 scatter the ejected Cu atoms to parallel direc

tion in the reaction of the Cu solid. On the other hand the Al 

atoms can be ejected more freely to the perpendicular direc

tion than that of the reaction of the Cu solid, since there is no 

residues in the reaction of the Al solid.

The calculated etching yield of the Al solid is 9.32 which 

is greater than that of the Cu solid, 8.72 as we expected. The 

lower value of the Cu etching yield is al옹。due to the residues 

of the CuCl and CuCl2 which reflect the ejecting Cu atoms 

from the inner layer by indirect collision back to the inner 

layer direction. On the other hand the Al atoms can be ejec

ted freely without residues from the inner layers by radiation 

damage.

The kinetic energy distribution of ejected Al atom옹 is 

shown in the Figure 4 together with the reaction of the Cu 

solid. The solid histogram represents the result of this study 

and the dashed one is for the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu

tion obtained at the temperature which has been calculated 

based on data of the average kinetic energy of ejected atoms 

in this study. As seen in this figure, the shape of the energy 

distribution of the ejected atoms resembles the Maxwell- 

Boltzmann distribution curve (Al fit better than Cu relatively) 

as were the cases of the other systems both in experiment5,48 

and theoretical calculations.호*跪"脂 丘 is difficult to define 

surface temperature accurately of these cases. However, 

since the peak of the Al atoms is wider of the two and the
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Figure 4. Histogram of the kinetic energy distribution of ejected aluminum atoms for the initial beam kinetic energy 600 eV. The solid histogram represents the result of this study and the dashed one is for the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Bin size is 0.5 eV.
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maximum kinetic energy of Al atoms (around 3.0 eV) is 

higher than that of the Cu atoms (around 1.5 eV), it is in

dicated that the surface temperature of the Al solid is 

significantly higher than that of the Cu solid. This hotter sur

face of the Al solid may be due to the fact that the excitation 

is easier for the weaker and longer Al-Al bond, which in turn 

could produce the more violently moving free Al atoms in the 

solid than the case for the tighter and shorter Cu-Cu bond. 

The reason for the better fit of the energy distribution of the 

ejected Al atoms into the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 

curve is that the possibility for the Al solid tends to reach the 

thermal equilibrium during the reactions is increased may 

due to the existence of penetrated chlorine atoms in inner 

layer옹 of the Al solid. When the dissociated chlorine atoms 

penetrate into layers of the Al solid, those chlorine atoms 

cause the radiation damage in the layer and the resulting 

ejection of atoms could take place. However, in the case of 

the Cu solid, the possibility of this radiation damage is 

relatively lower than the Al solid, because of lower penentra

tion of chlorine atoms. The majority of the ejected Cu atoms 

come from the direct collision process. Since theHirect colli

sion produces the more energetic free atoms than the in

direct process (the radiation damage), the reason for the 

higher average kinetic energy of the ejected Cu atoms (6.05 

eV for Cu and 5.12 eV for Al) while the most probable kinetic 

energy is higher for the Al atoms as seen in Figure 4, could 

be explained. And the sudden, non-adiabatic ejection of the 

Cu atoms with little or no coupling to the rest of the solid 

might have caused the steeper rise and faster decay in the 

energy distribution curve of the Cu atoms and the resulting 

deviation from the Maxwell -Boltzmann distribution curve.

Figures 5 and 6 show the polar and azimuthal angular dis

tributions of the ejected atoms by SiCl4 molecules. The dis

tribution of the polar angle is quite broad with maximum 

around 45 °. These polar angular distributions indicate that 

large amounts of parallel momentum are being transferred to 

the ejected atoms during collision processes. In the distribu

tion of the Al solid, the ejected Al atoms at angles less than 

45 0 are more than that of atoms with angles greater than 

45 °. However, the distribution of the Cu solid is quite the op

posite. This is consistent with the fact that the anisotropy of 

the reaction of the Al solid is better than that of the Cu solid. 

The distributions of the aziimithal angle are, by contrast, 

quite structured with sharp maxima and minima. The loca-
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Figure 6. Histogram of the azimuth긴 angle distribution of ejected aluminum atoms for the initial beam kinetic energy 600 eV. Bin size is 5°.

o

tions of the maxima and minima on the azimuthal angular 

distributions are related to the symmetry directions of the Al 

and the Cu solids. Overall shapes of the distributions for the 

two solids are quite similar. Those are due to same symmetry 

properties of both solids in the fee structure. The four max

ima at 90 °, 180 °, 270 0 and 360 0 arise from the ejected atoms 

preferentially ejecting in the direction of the fourfold holes 

sunounding them.20 Similarly, the minima at 45°, 135°, 

225° and 315° arise correspond to the four nearest neigh

bours in the first layer. Similar symmetry-related angular 

distributions have been reported in calculations by Garrison 

and coworkers22,24,26 and have been observed experimentally 

by various groups.49,50

Summary

The classical trajectory method has been applied to per

form computer simulation on the sputter et사ling of an Al 

solid at a collision energy of 600 eV. Etching yi이d, degree of 

anisotropy, kinetic energy distribution and angular distribu

tion have been calculated. The calculated results are com

pared to those of 나le Cu system.34 The Al solid 아lows better 

etching yi이d and better anisotropy than that of the Cu 

system. The major products of the reaction of the Al solid 

are aluminum monomers, dimers and considerable amounts 

of m너timers, a result which is quite different from those of 

the Cu solid. These indicate that the reaction muhanisms of 

those systems are quite different. The following is the major 

differences in both systems. In the Al system, the dissociated 

chlorine atoms penetrate into the inner layers which cause 

radiation damage to 난le Al soHd while in the Cu system the 

dissociated chlorine atoms react with Cu atoms and form in

volatile residues, CuCl and CuCl2 which remain intact on the 

surface. These rescues cause a lower etching yi이d and 

higher anisotropy in the case of 난此 Cu solid. These are con

sistent with the problem2,12 in the CMOS micro-fabrication 

of the CuAl and CuAlSi alloys. The collision energy depen

dence of the etching of the Al solid as well as more details of 

physical discussion on reaction mechanisms are currently in 

progress in our group and will be reported separately else

where soon.
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Synthesis of 4,5,6,7-Tetjraphenyl-8-(substituted)-3(^H)・phthalaNin<Mie 
Derivatives Likely to Posses Antihypertensive Activity

F.A. Yassin, B.E. Bayoumy\ and A.F.曰-Fsurmgy

Zagazig University, Faculty of Science Dc^paiiment of Chemistry, Zagazig, Egypt. Received July 24, 1989

The interaction of tetraphenylphthalic anhydride with //-chlorotoluene under Friedel-Craft condition gives 2-(4-chloro-3- methyl)benzoyl-3,4,5,6-tetraphenyl benzoic acid(l), which on reaction with hydrazine derivatives gave phth죠lazinones (2a-d). The behaviour of (2a) towards carbon electrophiles and carbon nucleophiles has been investigated. The chlorophtha- lazinones (4a) also has been synthesised from the action of PC15/POC13 on (2a). The behaviour of (4a) towards nitrogen, and oxygen nucleophiles also have been described.
Introductions

Recently1,2, 3 (2H)-phthalazinones have been described 

as being useful as remedies for artroiso오이erosis and thro- 

mosis, and have also been useful as antihypertensive mate

rials. This promoted us to synthesis some new phthalazi- 

nones.

Thus, interaction of tetraphenylphthalic anhydride with 

0-chlorotoluene under Friedel-Craft condition gives 2-(4- 

chloro-3-methyl)benzoyl-3f4,5,6-tetraphenyl benzoic acid


